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Sprinkler machine
high pressure for the 
spray application of 
polyurethane foam and 
polyurea, with fixed ratios 
100 to 100

1:1 RATIO

Up to 100m of EXTERNAL PIPING 

PRESSURE up to 240 bar

FLOW RATE up to 12 liters per minute

ABSORPTION up to 11.5 kW with current 
modulation

OVERALL 550x980 h930mm 340kg

CE SAFETY REGULATION 

ELECTRONIC MANAGEMENT VIA PLC

Operating office Contrada Aso 36, 63062 Montefiore dell'Aso (AP) 
Registered office Via Cuprense, 8 - 63068 Montalto delle Marche 
(AP)

Info and assistance
info@d5italia.com - T. +39 0734 991259

We protect your world, with innovation
www.d5italia.com
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BLU

SPRAY AND POLYURETHANE POLYURETHANE MACHINE

TECHNICAL FEATURES
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D5 Italia Srl is available by appointment
for direct demonstrations of operation and use at our premises
D5 Italia Srl it is ready to satisfy every technical and specific request on the machine

The FS02 is a 1: 1 fixed ratio proportioning machine for two-component materials. It is a machine that 
is part of the typology of high pressure hydraulic machines, the most powerful type of machines. 
Ensures maximum precision in maintaining the pressures ensuring impeccable mixing. The very high 
power leads to an equally high productivity that can reach, if managed by experienced personnel, even 
1000m2 daily spray of polyurea with application of 2 mm per square meter. The experience and 
know-how are normally transferred during the testing and commissioning of the machine, by means 
of training courses by our technicians who can boast twenty years of experience in the polyurethanes 
and polyurethanes sectors, elastomers and of the expanded ones.

It is a well-structured system also in its electronic part: it makes use of touch-screen through which 
it is possible to have immediate access to all the necessary information that is constantly monitored 
through specifically designed algorithms. The purpose of this advanced electronics is to provide 
additional support to the operator, and provide as much information as possible to the applicators.

TOTALLY HEATED CAR:
»Internally with the aid of a heating system capable of pushing materials inside it at temperatures of
over 80 ° C and, more importantly, keeping them constant during the working phase, ie at the moment
of maximum flow
»The pipes, thanks to both a temperature maintenance system, also supported by an excellent
insulation, can maintain constant temperatures, even in the working phase, temperatures that can
reach even here 80 ° C

SAFETY EQUIPMENT
Adjustable safety pressure switches that control the pressure, blocking the machine in case of 
irregular rise. Each heater is monitored by a visual alarm control system that blocks the machine in 
case of too high or low temperature compared to the set range. Control panel with analog 
thermoregulators, to set the temperature (degrees or power), which automatically block the machine 
in case of rising outside the set range. Panel to view machine alarms and material consumption (in kg 
or choice of units). FAST connector to CE regulations to connect the heated pipes (from 20 to 60 m) to 
the machine in a simple and safe way.

Electrical panel enclosing all the electrical components, protecting them with IP65 degree of 
security, from dirt, humidity and water. Phase control system, which allows the starting of the 
engine, always in the correct direction also changing the power points of the machine (general 
panels, generators, etc.). The machine complies with European directives and applicable technical 
standards and is supplied with a declaration of conformity and a user and maintenance manual.
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MACHINE DESCRIPTION

A concentrate of technique and technology!




